Stay up to date with what's happening at Eden!

If you read the Friends of Eden Newsletter, follow the seminary on social media, or have recently attended an on campus or online event, you have likely experienced Eden Seminary's transformational impact. That's because we are in the business of expanding the #ProgressiveChristianMovement, affirming a #RadicallyInclusive theology and acting out of a Gospel #RootedinJustice. The summer months are full of opportunities for joining the Eden community in this work. Read on to learn more!

Eden Theological Seminary is excited to collaborate and participate with Gateway Open and Affirming, in this year's in "STL PrideFest" on June 25th and 26th. If you are in downtown St. Louis this weekend, look for the Eden Seminary bookstore at our shared booth!

The 2022 Webster Groves Lions' Club Carnival and BBQ will be happening on the Eden Seminary campus field again this July 4th weekend! If you live in the St. Louis area and plan to attend, be sure to stop by the Eden table and visit with us! View the Lions' Club Carnival flyer here, on Eden's Facebook page.

Eden announces a brand new, re imagined Doctor of Ministry program. The program, built on practical theology features two concentrations and is led by established leaders in their fields. If you would like to know more about how you might join a new
cohort bringing prophetic witness and trauma informed care into the ministries of the future, click here!

Summers get busy, so plan now to attend the next LIFE course, "The Eden Gleaning Project," on August 18th and 19th. This course, designed also as an IFL (Intensive Focused Learning), is open to everyone and engages 2 days of synchronous learning as well as advanced preparation and a final reflection. (Some travel is required). Find out more about this course and the Eden Gleaning Project here.

Interested in the rich history of Eden? "This Week in Eden History," presented by the Archives at Eden, spotlights influential people, events and stories from the past. The opening of the Evangelical Preacher's Seminary, Eden Theological Seminary's first predecessor, occurred on June 20, 1850, in Marthasville, MO. Click here to read more.

Leaving a meaningful legacy for you and your family while securing the future of Eden's mission does not require great wealth-just great vision! Visit our website to find out about Heritage Society Member opportunities or contact us at advancement@eden.edu for more information.